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Abstract—The comparative analysis of existing timesheet systems for creating a number of requirements to 

own solution has been conducted. Software requirements specification for working time control and accounting 

system (time tracking) has been created. The dependencies between the components of proposed solution have 

been analyzed. For this purpose, the Electron framework has been used. Basing on the results of the analysis 

conducted the system for working time control and accounting has been proposed. The proposed system is a 

cross-platform solution that allows to control and account the activity of employee during the working time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Working time is one of the most significant conditions of employment contract. Daily 

accounting positively affects the projects control aspects: it's much easier for project leaders 

to control the tasks accomplishments and the appropriate costs, to adjust the budget just in 

time (on the fly), with respect to current needs – not on the final stage of project-related work, 

when it's obviously that it's impossible to finish in time. Even the companies taking the fixed 

fee for the project work are beneficial here – they can easily analyze which categories of work 

and which clients are more preferable for them. The considered theme is especially topical for 

the people willing to work remotely and with respect to their own schedule – the freelancers 

[1]. 

The main task of working time control and accounting systems is to increase the business 

processes effectiveness, aimed at employees' work effectiveness increase – to give them the 

ability to establish the flexible schedules for themselves, with no time losses [2]. 

The working time accounting can be built on a daily, weekly or summarized basis. 

Nevertheless, in each of these cases the time spent on work per day is considered [3]. 

To estimate the peculiarities of employees' work effectiveness, to get the complete picture 

of how the working time is actually being spent, the software of the following classes is 

widely used: the time tracking software, the task management software and the PPS-systems 

(Personal Productivity Systems) which are also known as GTD-systems (Getting Things 

Done) [4]. 

There are the following reasons for time tracking systems usage: to involve the additional 

resources; to increase the accuracy of time utilization reports, to force the employees to be 

more responsible; to distinguish productive employees from the rest; to foster the new 

projects planning; to provide the control of remote freelance employees [5]. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The problem of employees' working time accounting becomes more and more topical each 

year, because to ground the illicit activities, carried out by the staffers during the working 

time, the continuous control has to be brought to the table [6]. Moreover, such control is 

intended to stipulate the employees to do their work more thoroughly and in more coordinated 
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manner. Because of the fact that workers can operate with different operating systems, the 

problem of such universal cross-platform control and accounting system development arises. 

The key aspect here is to diminish the costs intended to be associated with system tweaking 

with respect to the specific requirements of certain operating system. This peculiarity is a 

distinguishing feature of our work. To this end, the following tasks are resolved in our work: 

to conduct the comparative analysis of existing time tracking systems; formulate the 

requirements to own solution, with respect to the results of comparative analysis; to answer 

the question if our solution is actually a valid one – for this purpose the validation has to by 

conducted – by way of testing. 

III. COMPARISON OF SIMILAR EXISTING SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 

There are plenty of different time tracking systems. The typical one is a Timesheet Software 

– actually a table which should be manually filled on a daily basis – with a list of 

accomplished tasks, but only in electronic format [7]. Such software is typically installed 

locally, with a limited set of reports. It is applicable for small and medium companies in case 

the specificity of their activities doesn't cover numerous distractions, bounded with Internet 

and social networks in particular [8]. 

In a large companies there is a totally different picture – the vital need for Time Tracking 

(Recording) Software takes place. The appropriate systems should also be characterized with 

the following features: to provide the abilities to gather the information about the operations 

being performed by the employees at their workplaces; be integrated with modern project 

management systems [9]. An attempt to compare the feature sets of existing time tracking 

systems is given in Table 1. 

TABLE I 

THE COMPARISON OF MODERN TIME TRACKING SYSTEMS 

                                      

Title 

Feature set 

Harvest Toggl 
Rescue 

Time 

Log 

My 

Hours 

Prima 

ERP 
Upwork 

Manual / Automatic modes 

support 
+ +  ‒  + + + 

Differentiation between 

commercial and non-

commercial projects 

+ +  ‒  +  ‒  ‒ 

Automated reports 

generation 
+ + + + + + 

Creation of flexible 

invoices 
+  ‒   ‒  + + + 

An autonomous mode of 

timers functioning 

(automatic synchronization) 

 ‒  + +  ‒  + + 

Functioning in a 

background with an active 

monitoring of application 

 ‒   ‒  +  ‒   ‒  ‒ 
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Taking into consideration the content of Table 1, we assume that the most important 

functional properties of our system should be the following ones: the support of both – 

manual and automatic – modes of working time accounting; automatic reports generation with 

respect to defined time intervals; new projects have to be classified as commercial (profitable) 

and/or non-commercial (non-profitable) ones; in case of failures, the application has to be 

synchronized automatically. 

Time tracking systems are accessible in various forms: local clients for Windows, Mac and 

Linux platforms; mobile clients; web services; extensions for web browsers; accounting 

systems for small business; free products and licensed software. 

IV. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION 

In accordance with software systems requirements specification drafting technique, 

proposed by IEEE (IEEE 830-1998 Standard), appropriately created specification has to 

provide customer with rigid and clear description of what is required to be done. For the 

executors such specification has to give the clear understanding of what the customer is 

expecting. For this purpose, the SRS (Software Requirements Specification) draft has to be 

elaborated. The structure and the content of concrete requirements specifications have to be 

defined. The additional supplementary documents should also be created, e.g. control letter 

for SRS quality checking and/or regulator's handbook [10]. 

The requirements specification for the system is briefly described below. 

Introduction. The requirements specification describes functional and non-functional 

requirements to time tracking system. This document is devoted to be used by the company, 

responsible for system functioning correctness checking [11]. 

Our system is named as «TickTock». This system should allow the companies with about 

100 employees, not taking into consideration the specificity of work, to account and control 

the activities of their staffers during the working time. 

Time tracking system has to support the following functionality: the invoices accounting; to 

create the reports on weekly basis; to maintain the convenience of project management by 

way of task selection. To maintain these functionalities, the SMTP protocol (Simple Mail 

Transfer Protocol) has to be implemented. This protocol allows to transfer e-mails to postal 

server or from client computer, or between postal servers [12]. 

The further information is about the specifics – specific functional requirements and system 

limitations. 

Detailed description. Our «TickTock» system is a plain time tracking system intended to be 

used by companies with about 100 employees, and their work has to be carried out on 

personal computers. 

The system being developed reads and stores the metrics from workers' personal computers 

and builds the statistics from their activities, and also synthesizes the reports in form of 

electronic letter, then these reports are ought to be sent to the recipients with respect to the 

content of specified e-mails list. 

User interface is represented with computer mouse controller, graphical interface with 

additional information and control elements: the information about working hours (spent / to 

be spent); tracking switch-on and switch-off buttons. 

Software interface is represented with SMTP Gmail server – to send the messages (reports) 

to specified recipients. 

Communication interfaces – with support of HTTP (Hyper Text Transfer Protocol) and 

SMTP protocols – to use the broadcast services. 

Memory volume requirements – not less than 200 MB of free space on hard disk drive. 

The usage requirements – the system has to be adopted for popular operating systems. 
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System functions. The system switches-on/off by a double clicking on utility icon. The 

first stage to get started is to log-in. After checking the login and password the following 

system's features will be available for the user: the time tracking start/stop button; the timer 

showing the time elapsed in hh:mm format; the ability to browse personal working statistics. 

If certain user is a super-user (with additional privileges), the following abilities are also 

allowed: to edit the information about users; to browse the statistics about users; to create 

the list of electronic addresses to send the statistical information about the employees' work; 

to edit the system settings (time zone settings, the limits of time intervals within which the 

tracking has to be conducted). 

User characteristics. The client is a user (worker) which should have basic skills to work 

with basic windows applications. 

The limitations. System can be utilized only by a registered user. The users can be 

registered only by a super-users – the administrators. 

To make company be able to increase the number of registered employees the login and 

password have to be previously created for the first super-user. The system can be used on 

Windows and Linux operating systems. The Internet connection is a mandatory requirement. 

Specific requirements. Only the registered user is allowed to be logged in. 

Functional requirements to super-users: the ability to store time stamps when system is 

being switched on/off (after a specified period of time the snapshot of user screen is being 

taken and stored in a database); the availability of CRUD-functions set (create, read, update, 

delete) – to browse users' statistics, to shift time intervals; to modify the list of electronic 

addresses. 

Functional requirements to users: to save the time when system is being switched on/off; 

when specified time is elapsed, the screen snapshot has to be taken and stored in database 

[13]. 

Quality requirements. From the safety viewpoint – the users authorization and 

authentication are mandatory [14]. 

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING 

One of the most popular solutions for cross-platform applications development is Node.js 

framework, paired with Electron framework [15]. These frameworks can be easily paired up 

with any front-end JavaScript solution [16]. Our time tracking system has been implemented 

on this basis (fig. 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1 Snapshot of the interface 
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In fig. 1 the snapshot of a system running on Ubuntu LTS 14.10 and Windows 10 PRO 

platforms is given to demonstrate the universality of our solution (to fulfill the universality 

requirement). 

The intense time tracking system utilization in corporate environment is tightly bounded 

with appealing fault tolerance requirements [17]. The simultaneous connections to system by 

number of users can entail the faults in system functioning. To this end – to check the liveness 

properties of system – the Smart Bear LoadUI tool has been used [18]. This tool has been 

utilized to conduct the validation, and, thus, to prove the validity of system. The information 

about simultaneous connections and corresponding metrics are given in fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Global metrics of testing process 

 

In fig. 2 the following metrics can bee seen: the maximum TPS (transactions per second) 

value – 13; Time Taken – the time (in milliseconds) taken for the requests (often comparable 

to response time values), the maximum value is about 620, the averages are about 300 ms; 

Failures – the number of failed requests – 0; VUs – the number of simultaneously running 

virtual users – 13 users. Taking into consideration the obtained results, it can be concluded 

that fault tolerance requirement is fulfilled and thus the proposed time tracking system can be 

characterized as valid one. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Thus, the following tasks have been resolved: 

1. The comparative analysis of existing control and accounting systems has been conducted. 

Basing on its results, a conclusion about system's most important functional properties has 

been formulated. The following properties have been distinguished as more important ones: 

the support of both – manual and automatic – modes of working time accounting; the ability 

to automatically generate reports for a given time intervals; the ability to differentiate between 

commercial and non-commercial projects; the automatic synchronization of application in 

case of failures. 
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2. Software Requirements Specification has been proposed. This allowed to define the 

requirements and limitations to be taken into consideration during the development process, 

e.g., universality, liveness. 

3. The cross-platform solution has been developed. For this purpose the Electron framework 

has been used. The universality requirement fulfillment has been proved under Windows and 

Linux platforms. 

4. The liveness requirement fulfillment has been proved by way of testing. It has been 

shown that proposed system is fault-tolerant and can be applicable to the scenarios with an 

intense workload – when multiple users (about 100) interact with system simultaneously. 

Further work is aimed at integration of proposed solution with existing project management 

systems. 
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